
 

 

 

                                                                                           

 

Rif Field Station‘s goal is to enhance and encourage research and monitoring of the low-Arctic ecosystem of Melrakkaslétta Peninsula, 

NE-Iceland, in collaboration with Icelandic and international research stations and institutions. Since foundation in 2014, Rif has 

established itself as one of the centres of Arctic research in Iceland and the ground has been prepared for further development in 

the years to come. The position of station manager provides a great opportunity to lead diverse and challenging projects and shape 

the future of the institution. The new manager should ideally start ASAP. This is a full-time job and the office is in Raufarhöfn.  

Application deadline: April 11 2021  

 

Day-to-day operations, finances and 
accounting on behalf of Rif‘s Board // 
Shaping and leading Rif‘s agenda and 
projects // Organisation and 
administration in relation to scientific 
work in the area // International 
relations and cooperation // 
Promotion, education and commun-
ication with Rif‘s collaborators and the 
local community 

Applicants should have a higher degree within the field of natural or 
environmental sciences or other relevant education. Experience with 
research and monitoring and project management is an advantage.  

Other skills 

Knowledge of the area and its natural environment // Good general 
computer skills and experience in promotional work // Proficiency in 
written and spoken Icelandic and English // Ability to work 
independently and take initiative // Agility in human relations // 
Driver‘s licence  

 

Main tasks Education and skills

 

Send your application to rif@rifresearch.is including the following: CV with 

information on your education and work experience // Names, phone numbers and 

e-mails of two recommenders // Short letter of introduction (½-1 pg).  

 

For further information: 

Hrönn G. Guðmundsdóttir, Station Manager, hronn@rifresearch.is // 856 9500 

Aðalsteinn Örn Snæþórsson, Chairman of the Board of Rif, alli@nna.is // 893 3467 
 

Rif Field Station in Raufarhöfn, NE-Iceland, is looking for a new Station Manager 

Do you want to work in the field of natural science, international 
cooperation and Arctic affairs in a unique environment? 
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